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1. Introduction
Cloud computing technology enables convenient, on-demand 
usage of computing resources with minimal management 
effort and service provider interaction1. The organization 
can save 37% cost if they outsource data centers to Amazon 
cloud1. Market research media surveys that the cloud com-
puting is expected to grow at an 30% compound Annual 
Growth Rate (CAGR) and about to reach $271 billion by 
20202.The virtualization and multi-tenant nature of the 
cloud gives the better usage of resources and these are 
main characteristics of cloud computing but these makes 
the main problems to cloud. 

But in every new technology the security takes the best 
place if that technology is with good security and privacy 
adoption of that technology is very easy but some tech-
nologies like cloud computing, digital forensics and cloud 
forensics are more useful in today’s world but with less 
security adoption of these technologies take much time. 
With distributed nature of the cloud the investigators face 

several challenges and these challenges are different from 
traditional digital forensics.

Digital forensics is part of computer forensics. The 
identification, collection, analysis and presentation of 
the digital evidence is termed as digital forensics process. 
Applying Digital forensics in cloud environment is called 
cloud forensics. 

3proposes a definition for Cloud forensics in the cloud 
environment technically, organizationally, legally. It con-
sists of a remote, virtual, network, live, large scale thin 
client, tick client and generates digital evidence, it involves 
interaction among cloud actors for facilitating investiga-
tions, and it implies multi-jurisdictional and multi-tenant 
situations. This paper discusses the challenges in each step 
of digital forensics in cloud computing environment. 

In this paper section 2 discusses the challenges of 
cloud forensics, section 3 discusses current solutions of 
each phase of the forensic process in cloud, section 4 pres-
ents the proposed solution. Finally conclusion is given in 
section 5.
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Abstract
Cloud computing is becoming most promising technology in recent days. It offers the scalable elastic services to many 
users at a time and it helps to access the resources quickly from cloud service provider. Digital forensics is part of computer 
forensics. Various challenges of cloud hinder the process of cloud forensics so that no standard framework for cloud forensics 
can be designed. This paper gathers the challenges and possible solutions. This paper also presents various challenges 
in every step of cloud forensics with probable solutions that can mitigate those challenges. This paper also proposed a 
solution for collecting snapshots as evidence in Eucalyptus Cloud and proposed effective framework for cloud forensics.
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Figure 1. Phases of cloud forensics.

2. Challenges of Cloud Forensics
Figure 1 presents the clauses of digital forensics in cloud. 
This section presents the challenges in every phase of 
cloud forensics.

2.1 Identification
The Identification phase mainly defines the purpose 
and process of Investigation. Identification of crime is 
the starting step in Digital Investigation Process model. 
Determining of a malicious activity that happen is simply 
identification step .The main thing here is how we say that 
the crime is happen? Traditionally in Digital Forensics the 
investigators identifies the crime in following ways

• If any Individual made any complaint 
• By an anomalies detected by Intrusion Detection System
• At the time of a computer system audit 

Identification of crime in cloud is difficult compare 
to traditional forensics identification. This phase arises in 
cloud by the complaint of any cloud user or cloud ser-
vice provider reporting the unauthorized use of cloud 
recourses. 

The intrusion detection system in cloud may identify 
any anomalies in the virtual machine, in cloud environ-
ment one of the virtual machine is monitor all the virtual 
machines in the cloud that virtual machine can act as 
Intrusion Detection System.

The evidence is fickle and frail in the context of cloud 
so e we need to propose new methods to efficiently use 
existing tools and hence making the evidence to be evalu-
ated and isolated properly.

2.2 Challenges
 i Accessing the evidence in logs: Distributed nature 

of the cloud make the identification of data difficult. 
The availability of log files depends on the servicing 
model of cloud. In SaaS, PaaS identification is more 
difficult because of limited access, identification is 

better in IaaS but not full access. Many researchers are 
find number of tools and procedures to identify the 
digital evidence, but cloud is volatile in nature inves-
tigators need to access the logs to identify the crime 
unfortunately many of the researchers are focused on 
identification of digital evidence only. Some solutions 
are purposed by many researchers4.

  ii Volatile data: Cloud is volatile in nature, volatile data 
means once the device is turned off all the data will 
erased similarly in cloud once the VM is turned off all 
data will lost unless the is stored at somewhere. RAM 
might contain valuable evidence including user-
name, passwords and encryption keys. Due to the 
increase in the size of RAM and the increase in the 
use of data encryption, live data forensics is becoming 
increasingly5.

iii Lack of control on the system Cloud is an on demand 
network access to a shared pool of resources and the 
resources are virtual in nature, exactly the physical 
location of the resources are never known to any cloud 
user. Only the CSP knows the physical location of the 
resources, the cloud investigator and the cloud user 
didn’t get any control on the real system and it poses 
number of obstacles to the investigator when they 
carry out evidence acquisition4. Indeed, consumers 
have varied and limited access and control at all levels 
within the cloud environment and have no knowledge 
where their data are physically located4.

iv Lack of customer awareness: In cloud all is under 
the control of CSP and the cloud user have little 
interaction sometimes no interaction with the CSP. 
A lack of CSP transparency along with little inter-
national regulation leads to loss of important terms 
regarding forensic investigations in the Service Level 
Agreement (SLA). This issue is applicable to all three 
service models6.

2.3 Evidence Collection and Preservation
Evidence collection collects the evidence from identi-
fied sources of evidence. Collected evidence need to be 
preserved. Preserving data is maintaining data integrity 
original data is not to be changed till investigation com-
pletes. In traditional system the investigation process 
starts by seizing the hard disk of the system and taking 
the bit wise copy of the same maintaining integrity of the 
system. But in cloud, it is practically impossible because 
the evidence is untouchable and it is volatile in nature. 
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So the investigators and the researches need the better 
preservation methods. Some of the methods are proposed 
and are discussed later in this paper.

Challenges
 i Data integrity: The investigators need to maintain the 

integrity of the evidence to preserve the integrity of the 
original data for cloud investigator its very difficult7. Data 
integrity is the difficult part in entire process of cloud 
forensics because the original data need not be changed 
up to the evidence is submitted in front of law8. To 
maintain the integrity of the evidence a piece of incident 
related information is listed in chain of custody register 
which included how, where and by whom the evidence 
was collected9. The evidence is valueless in front of law if 
the integrity of the data was missed10. Number of users 
are involved in the investigation process due to this the 
errors may occur in the preserving phase10 says that data 
integrity and preserving is very difficult and challenging 
phase for the cloud investigator. 

  ii Cloud Instance Isolation: When crime event happen 
on cloud, cloud instance and evidence collected from 
cloud instance need to be isolated for digital investiga-
tion. Isolation prevents from possible corruption and 
contamination of collected evidence. Isolating cloud 
instance helps to preserves the integrity of the evi-
dence collected from the cloud instance. 11 introduced 
new techniques to isolate instances on a cloud which 
are referred in our proposed approach.

iii Digital Provenance: It is an essential feature for forensic 
investigations which describes the history of a digital 
object. The secure provenance scheme12 was proposed 
which performs digital forensics with trusted evidence 
in cloud environment. This scheme proves that cloud 
data evidence is acceptable in court of law.

iv Chain of custody: In the traditional investigation pro-
cess the investigators need to establish and maintain 
the chain of custody. Chain of custody is the docu-
mentation of the gathered evidence, that how the 
evidence is collected by whom and when, and how the 
evidence is preserved and by whom. The investigator 
needed to maintain the proper chain of custody before 
it documenting. APCO gives the specific guidelines 
for documenting the evidence and maintaining the 
chain of custody. In traditional digital forensics the 
chain of custody starts: when the investigator took the 
physical device like hard disks into custody. 

2.4 Examination and Analysis
In the Digital Imaging Process (DIP) model once the 
data is collected and preserved various examination tech-
niques and several software tools are available to aid the 
investigators. FTK (Forensic Tool Kit) and Encase are 
widely used commercial forensic tool suites; another 
Open source tool is Sleuth tool kit. These all tools are used 
to perform filtering and pattern matching for searching 
the content or files or file types. By using these tools one 
can recover the data deleted or modified. In entire analy-
sis phase the evidence need to be evaluated. The generated 
report supports the evidence help to regenerate the crime 
event. It is also possible to correlate evidence with cloud 
users. The evidence generated in the analysis phase is vali-
dated to compare with the alternative sources of evidence 
to confirm that the evidence is not altered. The exami-
nation and analysis phase of cloud forensics is similar to 
digital forensics examination and analysis phase.

Challenges
i Lack of available cloud forensic tools: Cloud is new tech-

nology cloud forensics is not known to even some regular 
cloud users also. Cloud forensics is thrust area of cloud, 
at present no specific tools for cloud forensics most of the 
cloud investigators are uses the digital forensics and net-
work forensics tools together in cloud., but these are not 
enough cloud forensics is different from digital and net-
work forensics at some point of investigation these tools 
are not sufficient in cloud. Many cloud researchers are 
start their research in cloud forensics and some tools are 
introduced but we need better than that tools.

ii Evidence correlation across multiple sources: In cloud 
one resource is shared by number of cloud users. 
Evidence also spread across multiple resources which 
bring in various problems for investigators.

iii Crime-scene reconstruction: Crime scene recon-
struction is the crucial part in forensics process. 
Reconstruction of crime scene in cloud forensics is dif-
ficult and sometimes may be impossible to reconstruct 
the crime event if the VM terminates after committing 
of malicious activity.

2.5 Presentation
The gathered evidence in the digital investigation process 
is needed to be submitted in the court of law to prove 
the crime. For that the investigator submits a report with 
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summarized investigation process and explained conclusion. 
At the end of investigation the investigator need to pres-
ent a report and it must be useful for cross- examination. 
The result report should be used by an organization to 
improve their security policy and must be documented 
for future investigation8.

3. Current Solutions in Cloud

3.1 Identification
Accessing the evidence in logs: The cloud researcher 
Zaferullah proposed some simple and standard logging 
methods termed as log management system for genera-
tion and holding of logs for long time with that collect 
and correlates logs13. This solution was assessing in 
eucalyptus cloud environment. Eucalyptus is a LINUX 
based open source cloud tool. It is a set of virtualiza-
tion technologies with in the single cloud to support the 
resources that are already virtualized. The snort, system 
logs and log analyzer are some log monitoring and ana-
lyzing tools are to monitor the eucalyptus behavior and 
logging. This logging information is useful to identify 
VMs controlled by single eucalyptus, time, attacker’s IP 
address, type of browser used, number of HTTP requests 
and content. The set of results proved that if CSP may 
give the better log information Cloud forensics may go 
advance14.

Another logging model is proposed by Sang. It was 
well in SaaS and PaaS only. This model does not require 
CSP support as it mainly focuses on cloud users. It 
improved the efficiency as well as it reduces the verifica-
tion time. In PaaS 3rd party member supplies the logging 
information to cloud user and CSP9. 

The Marty devised frame work that defines the 
recovering logging information at the time of investiga-
tion in standard manner define when, where and what 
to log15. The frame work is simple to understand, but 
volatile data contain the real evidence it does not work 
with those data.

A frame work is encrypted logging model here the 
logging data is gathered and sends to the central logging 
server which control everything16. This mechanism pre-
vents potential eves dropping who changes or views the 
content at the time of transmission. This frame work also 
suggests that CSP could provide read only permission to 
the logs like networks, process and access logs to get the 
wanted information from cloud service models.

Volatile data: A solution was proposed by4. The solution 
aims to provide persistent storage to clients for storing 
their data. The volume attached to client, can be used for 
data recovery and data safety17. This makes collection of 
evidence easier. CSP should provide this kind of service 
to the clients and this process should be standardized. But 
this method is confined to small and medium organiza-
tions because of cost issue. 

Wegner and Brik suggest a frame work as a solution 
to volatile data problems16. This framework suggest that 
synchronization of volatile data and persistent storage is 
required. But this frame work is not providing practical 
implementation and procedures.

3.2 Collection and Preservation
A Trust Platform Module (TPM) is proposed to pre-
serve the integrity and confidentiality of the data in the 
cloud16,18. While running the virtual instance, trusted 
log files, and the trusted deletion of data to customers 
provides the integrity. However TPM is not trusted as it 
allows modifying the process running without it being 
detected by the TPM10. 

Multifactor authentication methods19 and crypto-
graphic tunneling protocols such as a virtual private 
network (VPN) are used to authorize the client and 
ensure the confidentiality and integrity of the evidence9. 
Researchers are proposed encryption mechanism20 

because security is main issue in cloud, but it increases 
the burden on investigator by increasing the complexity 
of investigation process. But some advantages for investi-
gators are public key Infrastructure (PKI) can be used to 
trace the victim; it also states that the SLA should contain 
users privacy data 4. A frame work was proposed by Yan it 
says that image the relative records and files completely21 
for future purpose.

3.3 Examination and Analysis
Lack of cloud forensic tools: Black Hat developed an 
open source software and is launched in 2011 termed 
as OWADE (Offline Windows Analysis and Data 
Extraction). The software finds the website viewed by 
cloud user and also extract the information stored in the 
cloud, it renovate the Internet actions and explore for 
the online identities. But it works only for Windows XP 
drives this version is still in under development22. 

Encase and FTK are commercial forensics tools18 
these are digital forensics tool and are used for cloud 
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forensics also but Dykstra and some other cloud researchers 
suggests using of these tools are risk because of less secu-
rity. FORST is cloud management plane developed by 23. 
It acquires the evidence from API logs, virtual disks and 
guest fire wall logs. FROST is the first forensics tool built 
into IaaS model. It operates on cloud management plane 
but will not interact with the OS inside the guest VMs.

Crime-scene reconstruction: A method was devel-
oped by 21 that allows the investigators to replay the event 
of attack. It restores the system to the state of before attack 
by using snapshot. 

4. Proposed Solution
In cloud among all the VMs one of the VM is selected 
as monitor VM which monitors all the VMs, if any VM 
is suspected as malicious VM snapshot of that suspected 
VM is taken and is stored in persistent storage not in vola-
tile storage regularly all snapshots are stored in volatile 
storage once the VM terminate we loss snapshots it makes 
the investigation process more difficult ,for this reason we 
stores the snapshots in persistent storage but storing of all 
snapshots in persistent storage is difficult because the size 
of snapshot is equal to the volume of VM as this reason 
only the suspected VM snapshot is placed in persistent 
storage. We implemented this frame work in Eucalyptus 
private cloud as follows. 

At present day, Eucalyptus is most widely used to 
setup private Infrastructure-as-a-Service cloud. It con-
sists of i) Cloud Controller which is an entry point for 
end-users and administrators ii) Node Controller on all 
physical machines offering VM instances and controls 
VM instances iii) Cluster Controller to manage all Node 
Controllers iv) Storage Controller for storing users data 
and VM images v) Walrus allows users to store their 
persistent data20. Eucalyptus cloud uses Xen hypervi-
sor, Dom0 is designated as Privileged VM and DomU 
as Guest VM. Privileged VM is not offered to any users, 
it is assigned to monitor the malicious activities and 
users. The volatile storage is assigned initially to all VM 
instances. If the user request for more space then volume 
is attached to VM instance. Snapshots cannot be created 
for volatile storage but snapshots are created from vol-
umes which stores persistent data. 

Create volume of size 10GB in specified availability 
zone: #euca-create-volume –z eucalyptus –s 10

Then storage controller creates a image file in /var/lib/
eucalyptus/volumes

#ls –lsrth/var/lib/eucalyptus/volumes/
Total 1.5M
1.5M –rw –r –r -1 root root 10.1G Jul 15 10:15 vol-
149D46EA

If the volume is not attached to an instance mount the 
volume file to a loopback and enable Logical Volume (LV)

losetup/var/lib/eucaplytus/volumes/vol-149D46EA
lvchange –ay/dev/<vg>/euca-vol-149D46EA

Logical volume management (LVM) is a mechanism 
for managing storage space. In LVM there are 4 layers 
Physical Volume, Volume Groups, Logical Volumes, 
File Systems on top of each other. Dom0 is assigned to 
monitor the other VMs for detecting malicious events. If 
crime event is notified, then CSP stores all the snapshots 
to persistent storage ie walrus. For taking snapshots.

Create new temporary file for taking snapshots 
of VG
$EUCALYPTUS/var/lib/eucalyptus/volumes/vol-
149D46EA
/dev/loop10
Create PV of temporary files loopback
pvcreate /dev/loop10
Extend source volume VG
vgextend <vg> /dev/loop10
Take LVM snapshot of LV
lvcreate –snapshot –n lv-snap-123
Copy snapshot LV to file in $EUCALYPTUS/var/
lib/eucalyptus/volume/snap-123
ddif=/dev/vgX/lv-snap-123 of=/var/lib/eucalyp-
tus/volumes/snap-123
Remove snapshot LV
lvremove –f /dev/<vg>/lv-snap-123
Reduce VG
vgreduce <vg> /dev/loop10
Remove PV
pvremove /dev/loop10
Remove loopback
losetup –d /dev/loop10
Deactivate LV
lvchange –an /dev/<vg>/euca-vol-149D46EA
Remove volume’s loopback
losetup –d <X>

Now entire snapshot is transferred to Walrus. The 
investigators can use Euca2ool to collect snapshot from 
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walrus for investigation. Euca2ools are command line 
tools that manage volumes and snapshots in Eucalyptus 
cloud25.The collected snapshots can be used to regenerate 
the events from the volume.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
Various challenges of cloud computing environment 
hinder the process of cloud forensics. There is no stan-
dard framework for digital forensics in cloud computing 
environment. To have a standard framework, there is a 
need to gather challenges and possible solutions. This 
paper presents various challenges in every step of cloud 
forensics with probable solutions that can mitigate those 
challenges.

It is not possible to take the single snapshot of the sus-
pected VM as evidence. The snapshot stored in persistent 
storage will not help to reconstruct the crime scene before 
crime happens, for this CSP need to maintain a table con-
tents like snapshot VM id, at what time that snapshot 
taken and volume of that snapshot. Cloud faced a situa-
tion that it never get an opportunity for full acquisition it 
always an incomplete evidence.
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